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The Calibration Summary Page

A place is provided [A] for the customer’s asset
number. This is filled in if we know what the asset
number is. (Some companies have more than one
asset number on their equipment.)
The date the document was created and the date
that the instrument was calibrated is recorded at
[B].
The physical condition of the instrument [C] is
provided as feedback, since poor packaging can
lead to damage in shipment.
The as found calibration status [D] is recorded, and
the as left status: To specifications, is checked to
provide quick affirmation that the unit met
specifications after the calibration was completed.
The Comments box [E] is used to note anything
relevant to the calibration.
The paragraph below
parameters calibrated.
The summary page contains information required
by calibration standards, including identification of
the instrument, model number, serial number, and
the company for whom the instrument was
calibrated.

[F]

briefly

explains

This page is signed by the calibration technician
and the person that reviews the procedure.
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would predict a laser failure. Laser drive that is
within 20% of the original value is still in regulation,
and thus does not affect the calibration.

The Calibration Data Page

Preventative Maintenance: Peak Noise [H] has no
tolerance, but it is recorded for as a reference when
evaluating whether the sensor needs cleaning as a
preventive maintenance. Increased background
noise may make it harder to provide consistent
calibrations, and contamination build-up on the
mirror (the collection optic) can decrease the
amplitude of the signal response, resulting in
undercounting.
Below the tables are reports on the limits for
environmental factors and the uncertainty of
measurement. Since measurements are based on
particle sizing, rather than on counts, measurement
uncertainty does not translate to counts, and has
less effect than count efficiency. Count Efficiency
should be used to determine the instrument’s count
bias and to evaluate counts reported by the
instrument.

The calibration data page records the ‘as found’
and ‘as left’ measurements made during the
calibration. The ‘expected values’ are the ‘as left’
threshold values from the last calibration.
The ‘Tolerances’ provided in the Performance
Data Table are in mV (millivolts) and reflect a 10%
count variance. These tolerances are specified by
ISO 21501-4:2018 §6.1.
Preventative Maintenance: Laser Diode drive
current [G] is a reference value with no tolerance
because the tolerance is in the signal response. It is
used by the technician to evaluate the condition of
the laser diode. The technician looks for a value
that is 20% above the value first reported when the
laser diode was installed, but the technician also
compares the values recorded during the last two
calibrations to spot a high rate of increase that
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The Traceability Page

The three pages above are included for the
ISO 21501-4 compliant calibration.
The Standard calibration is the size calibration
specified as the calibration method in ISO 21501-4.
This standard also specifies tests to be made
following the calibration itself. These tests are
reported on a fourth page when the calibration
requested is the ISO calibration.

The traceability page contains the traceability
statement and a brief description of the calibration
method. Each technician’s bench has its own
traceability page.
It contains tables listing the test equipment [I]
assigned to the bench, and the test particles [J]
used as part of the calibration.
Test equipment is defined by type of instrument,
the asset number and serial number of the
instrument, and the model number. The last
calibration date and the calibration due date are
included, along with the control number of the
calibration certificate.
The particle standards are identified by nominal
size, the actual size, the standard deviation of size,
the lot number for traceability, and the expiration
date for the particle standards.
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The 100% Count Efficiency test is the important
test, because it reports the bias of the instrument,
that is, to what degree the instrument undercounts
or overcounts. For example, if an instrument has
95% count efficiency, multiplying the counts
reported for a given sample by 1.05 will correct for
the bias of the instrument, and correcting for the
bias of other instruments will provide counts that
are more consistent between instruments. The
standard allows a variance of ±10% from 100%.

The Test Page

There are no adjustments for fine-tuning count
efficiency. The test only verifies that the count
efficiency of the instrument meets ISO 21501-4
specifications. While it provide no performance
improvement, auditors are increasingly expecting to
see evidence of count efficiency testing.
Table [L] reports the results of resolution testing.
The limit for resolution is 15%. Resolution is a
product of the flow rate of the instrument and the
laser diode installed. There is no way to fine tune
resolution. Passing resolution assures that particles
corresponding to the size of one channel do not
overlap the threshold of the next channel and add
to the counts in that channel. Because of design
choices, it is virtually assured that a Climet particle
counter will pass the resolution test.

The test page is supplied with ISO 21501-4
compliant calibrations.
The count efficiency table lists the results of the
50% count efficiency test and the 100% count
efficiency test.

The False Count Rate (FCR) indicates the potential
false counts, with 95% Upper Confidence, that
might be reported in a cubic meter sample. ISO
21501-4 does not specify an acceptance criterion.
Climet uses ten 1-cubic meter samples during
manufacturing to define the FCR. In analyzing the
cost benefit of this test in terms of value of the data
versus time and expense, Climet has limited this
test to 10 minutes for interval calibrations. This
keeps costs to the customer down and does not
add to delays in returning equipment to the

The 50% Count Efficiency test is based on the
smallest channel. The threshold for a given channel
represents the median of the particle distribution.
Under the JIS 9921 standard, this was important,
because it assured that 0.1 µm particle counters
used in the semiconductor industry were true
0.1 µm instruments, at least within 20 percentage
points. ISO 21501-4 sets the acceptable tolerance
to 50% ± 20%. Climet finds this much too loose,
and has established our own standard of ± 10% for
new production particle counters.
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customer because of the time added to the
calibration if longer tests were implemented.

Testing not included
ISO 21501-4 specifies requirements for the
calibration report, but elsewhere it lists
requirements for a particle counter that are not
tests or are not appropriate at the interval
calibration.

Climet has established a specification of 4 counts in
ten minutes in the 0.5 µm channel. Based on a 10minute sample for a 1 CFM particle counter, the
95% UCL value for 4 counts is 32.5 counts. To put
this in perspective, the ISO Class 5 limit for 0.5 µm
particles is 3,520 counts, so 32.5 counts represents
only 0.92% of the room limit. Even if typical counts
were around 1,000, this would only represent a 3%
increase in counts.

•

Maximum particle number concentration
ISO 21501-4:2018, §6.5
The concentration limit is a mathematical
calculation made during design. It is a
product of the flow rate and the inlet nozzle
dimensions. It is not a test. The
concentration limit is reported in the User’s
Manual, not on the calibration report.

It is highly unlikely that false counts as high a 4
counts in 10 minutes would violate a room, and if it
did, the false count rate should not be the focus of a
deviation investigation. A longer test would produce
lower 95% UCL counts, but given the limited value
of this test, a longer test during the interval
calibration would not add value to the calibration.

•

Sample Time Error
ISO 21501-4:2018, §6.7
In a Climet particle counter, the sample
time is controlled by the real time clock
chip. The chip has an accuracy of at least 1
second in 7 hours. These chips are
extremely reliable, and a failure would be
obvious and would not require test
measurements to detect. Testing the clock
circuit is a board level test performed with a
frequency counter. This is not a test, but a
statement of ‘sampling time control system.’
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Regardless, we recommend customers
implement
their
own
preventative
maintenance program and replace batteries
every 3-5 years.

Preventative Maintenance

•

Memory Battery Replacement Interval
Depending on the model, Climet will replace
the internal coin cell battery at regular
intervals.

•

Each calibration includes validation of the
time and date stamp for the location where
the instrument is received from.

Climet calibration technicians conduct a number of
preventative maintenance tests on each interval
calibration:
•

•

•

Validation of Communication Protocols
Climet validate all Ethernet, RS-232, WiFi,
USB, 4-20 mA output signals to ensure
proper
communication
with
LIMS
equipment.

•

Printer Validation
Climet technicians test and validate internal
printers to identify early or actual failures.

Peak Noise
(Ref. Calibration Data Page)
Climet checks the Peak Noise to ensure
there’s no sensor contamination. High peak
noise is a leading indicator of sensor
contamination. A non-authorized 3rd Party
Calibration Service Provider does not have
access to Climet software, and cannot
conduct this test.

•

Readjustments
This is the second half of a calibration. Here,
the instrument is readjusted annually to
ensure high accuracy, high assurance, and
high reliability. A non-authorized 3rd Party
Calibration Service Provider does not have
access to Climet calibration procedures,
Climet software, test points, or adjustment
values.

Laser Diode Power
(Ref. Calibration Data Page)
Climet measures the output current to the
laser diode, which is a critical test. This test
helps identify Catastrophic Optical Damage,
or COD, before it occurs. A COD occurs
when high output levels cause a short,
melting part of the laser diode edge, and
causing a laser diode failure. Please, refer
to Application Note 20210226A. A nonauthorized 3rd Party Calibration Service
Provider does not have access to initial
factory values of the instrument, does not
have Climet calibration procedures or test
points, and cannot perform this test.

•

Verification of time and date stamp

Battery Test
Climet conducts a capacitive test on battery
powered portables to ensure reliable life.
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Other Services You May Want To Order
•

Exhaust Emissions Test
This ensure the HEPA filtered exhaust has
no leaks, and is doing its job. Climet is the
only manufacturers that tests and certifies
new production instruments to ISO Class 3
cleanrooms. We recommend you re-test
the HEPA filter after 5 years.

•

High Pressure Diffuser Cleaning
Maintenance and Testing
The high pressure diffuser is commonly
used in conjunction with particle counters
and microbial air samplers to measure inert
and viable contamination in high pressure
gases. It has no moving parts and does not
need a calibration. However, we do
recommend a routine cleaning every two
years. Please, refer to the User Manual if
you wish to clean these instruments
yourself.
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